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ABSTRACT Spectral-spatial classification of hyperspectral image (HSI) has made enormous achievements
in many applications. One of the critical attributes that affects classification accuracy is the width of HSI
cube/patch. To seek the optimal sample width, most researches enumerate all possible widths and verify them
with the corresponding widths of HSI cubes in turn, which will require model to be particular for each width
and consume plenty of time and computing power. In this article, the influential factors of the optimal sample
width are studied from the perspectives of model architecture and data set for spectral-spatial classification of
HSI. Specifically, to investigate the influence factors from model architecture, diverse numbers of filters and
kernel sizes are applied in models for classification. The potential influence factors from data set are reflected
mainly in the spatial distribution of land-cover, which can be described with short, long, and average edges.
Moreover, according to the number of samples, five kinds of spatial distributions from the fewest category,
fewer categories, larger categories, the largest category, and whole data set are considered. To explore the
relationships between them and the optimal sample width, samples from the corresponding categories are
expanded via a centralized spectral-spatial sample expansion method for classification. Experimental results
show that the most possible influence factor of the optimal sample width primarily focuses on the neutral
short edge of whole data set.

INDEX TERMS Hyperspectral image classification, optimal sample width, influence factor, neutral short
edge, centralized sample expansion.

I. INTRODUCTION
Tremendous advancements of the spectral and spatial resolu-
tions of imaging sensors enable hyperspectral remote sensing
image to gain fine spectral reflectance characteristics and
abundant spatial distributions from the surface of the earth
[1], [2]. Such rich information provides solid support for
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better analysis of hyperspectral image (HSI). Classification of
HSI has drawn growing attention of researchers from various
fields, such as precise agriculture [3], military reconnais-
sance [4], mineral exploration [5], urban planning [6], etc.

In the early days, conventional machine learning algo-
rithms, including random forest [7], k-nearest neighbor [8],
support vector machine [9], extended morphological pro-
file [10], sparse representation [11], and so on, are exploited
to deal with HSI classification. Although they received
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good classification accuracy, there are still some deficiencies
which are difficult to mitigate. On one hand, these methods
are not promising at modeling the deep feature representation
which is important for precise recognition of the HSI which
contains hundreds of bands [12]. On the other hand, some
of them process spectral information or spatial information
selectively, which curbs the complementation of different
types of features.

During the past decade, with the continuous upgrade
of computational hardware, deep learning algorithms have
reaped unprecedented achievement and become the dominant
methods in the fields of natural language processing [13]
and image analysis [14]. Earlier deep learning models used
for HSI classification, such as artificial neural network [15],
stacked autoencoder [16], deep brief network [17], recurrent
neural network [18], long short-term network [19], and etc.,
were utilized to extract the high-level spectral features from
each pixel and take advantage of the spectral correlations
between adjacent bands. However, due to the scarcity of
spatial information, the classification results of these models
are still unsatisfactory. With the proposal of convolutional
neural network (CNN) [20], the spatial features of HSI can
be depicted by 2-D CNNwhile preserving the original spatial
layout [21], [22], [23]. To integrate the spectral and spa-
tial information, the models adopting the HSI cube/patch
composed of the center pixel and its neighborhoods have
been the popular choices. 3-D CNN has become the most
classic architecture to describe the spectral-spatial features
with many 3-D convolutional kernels [21]. During this stage,
various techniques, such as residual block [24], dense con-
nection [25], capsule unit [26], were embedded to improve
the spectral-spatial feature representation from different per-
spectives for classification [27], [28], [29]. Recently, to focus
on the meaningful contents, attention mechanism [30] was
introduced to stress the salient bands and pixels in HSI cubes.
The classic attention modules, such as self-attention (SA)
module [31], squeeze and excitation (SE) module [32], con-
volutional block attention module (CBAM) [33], and etc.,
can model the correlations between the input and the criti-
cal information via the multiple dot-product similarity [34],
[35], [36], [37], the global compressed representation [38],
[39], and the large-scale dependency [40], [41], [42], [43].
More recently, some researchers attempted to deduce atten-
tion maps using the spectral similarities between the center
pixel and its neighborhoods, which results in the predominant
role of the center pixel [44], [45], [46], [47]. Attention-based
methods pick out local bands and areas in an HSI cube to
promote feature extraction, which changes the effective band
ranges and spatial areas indirectly.

From the traditional methods to the deep learning methods,
researchers are increasingly concerned about the expression
of spatial information. It is known that an HSI cube is com-
posed of the center pixel and its neighborhoods. How many
neighborhoods should be considered depends on a specific
range, also called sample width, which is of great importance
on spatial feature extraction and classification results. The

larger the width is, the richer spatial information the sample
contains. However, some interfering pixels having different
labels from the center pixel may be involved, which is adverse
to the extraction of discriminating features. Hence, to con-
firm the optimal sample width, it is almost indispensable
for the aforementioned works to prepare a lot of samples
with different widths according to enumeration rule and then
perform a great deal of experiments on different data sets.
This process usually not only requires model to own an
appropriate architecture for each sample width, but also costs
massive computational and time consumptions, especially for
the complicated models.

To mitigate this issue, this article studies the most possible
influence factors of the optimal sample width from the points
of model and data set for the spectral-spatial classification
of HSI. Specifically, the models with different numbers of
filters and kernel sizes are first used to explore the effects
of the first type of influence factor, i.e., model architec-
ture. Another type of influence factor focuses on the spatial
distributions of data set. It can be interpreted as the short
edge, long edge, and average edge of each land-cover region.
Considering that the numbers of samples of each category and
even each land-cover region are generally unequal, a data set
could be divided into five parts, including the fewest cate-
gory, fewer categories, larger categories, the largest category,
and all categories (whole data set). Moreover, the spatial
distributions of the five parts can be neutral or weighted
with the sample proportions. To explore the influences of
different kinds of spatial distributions, samples from the five
parts are expanded in multiple scales by a centralized sample
expansion algorithm. The spatial distributions in expanded
data sets can be altered as need. Then, the type of influential
expanded data set, the importance of neutral and weight
spatial distributions, and the most influential edge are inves-
tigated successively.

The contributions of this article are as follows.

1) The most possible influence factor of the optimal sam-
ple width for the spectral-spatial classification of HSI
is deduced. It does not come from the model archi-
tecture, but the neutral short edge of whole data set.
According to the experimental analyses, the suggested
optimal sample widths of the popular HSI data sets are
provided.

2) A centralized spectral-spatial sample expansion
method is proposed to change the spatial distributions
of HSI cubes. It takes the spectral and spatial corre-
lations between the real neighboring pixels into full
account when inferring the virtual pixels. The new
expanded sample is centered on the center pixel, which
can maintain the consistency of number of samples to
ensure the fairness of the experiments on five kinds
of expanded data sets. All neighboring pixels can
participate in the expansion process whether they are
labeled or not. Besides, the proposed sample expansion
method is also a practical way for the data augment
of HSI.
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The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the fundamental concepts and workflow
in detail. In Section III, experimental results and analyses
on two types of influence factors are presented. Finally, the
summary of this article is given in Section IV.

II. EXPLORATION METHOD
Before the exploration, it is essential to clarify the definition
of the optimal sample width. Depending on it, two types
of influence factors, model architecture and data set are
explored. Moreover, to investigate the influences factors from
data set, a new centralized spectral-spatial sample expansion
algorithm is proposed. Finally, the details of flowchart of the
exploration are introduced.

A. CLARIFICATION OF THE OPTIMAL SAMPLE WIDTH
In current HSI classification researches, there are generally
two kinds of principles used to decide the optimal sample
width (OSW). One called the peak based optimal sample
width (P-OSW), which is the sample width resulting in the
highest classification accuracy [21], [22], [23], [28], [29],
[42], [46]. The other, named the trend based optimal sample
width (T-OSW), determines the optimal sample width relying
on the trend of accuracy [27], [34], [39], [40], [44], [45], [47].
Suppose that a group of accuracy a = {a3, a5, . . . , a2n+1}

represents the classification results of model using different
sample widths = {3, 5, . . . , 2n+ 1}, where n denotes the
number of sample widths. In this article, overall accuracy
(OA) a, which is a popular metric to measure the ratio of the
numbers of the correctly labeled pixels to total pixels, is uti-
lized to evaluate the classification performance of models.

For the P-OSW, the highest accuracy is acquired first and
then the corresponding sample width A will be selected as
the optimal option. This process can be described as follow

P = I (max (a)) (1)

where I (·) is the mapping function used to acquire corre-
sponding width from accuracy a.

The T-OSW focuses mainly on the part with relative stable
accuracy. Results in this part fluctuate slightly and have been
close to the highest accuracy. Mathematically, this situation
can be summarized as

max (a) − ai ≤ β (2)

where β denotes the fluctuation parameter. If the difference
between current accuracy ai and the highest accuracy is not
larger than the value of β, it will be screened as high accu-
racy ah. From them, the minimum width T will be selected
then as the optimal one.

T = min (I (ah)) (3)

The comparison between the two kinds of OSWs is shown
in Fig. 1. According to Equa. (1), the P-OSW P = 15 can
be obtained. For the T-OSW, when the value of fluctuation
parameters β is set to 5, five data points will be selected as

FIGURE 1. Comparison between P-OSW (red marker) and T-OSW (green
marker). Where β is set to 5.

high accuracy ah = {a9, a11,a13, a15, a17}. The data point
with minimum width T = 9 is the optimal one. Although
such strategy may discard the highest classification accuracy,
it can save a large amount of resource costs.

Besides, some researchers also try to choose the OSWs
empirically [36], [37], [38], [41], [43]. But this solution is
usually difficult to be applied in real scenarios.

In this exploration, the P-OSW is adopted as the evaluation
metric of each influence factor. The reasons are as follows.
First, the T-OSW depends on the fluctuation parameter which
is a relatively subjective definition. Using the P-OSW with-
out this parameter can ensure the fairness of comparison
between data sets to some extent. Second, models are gener-
ally required to be trained sufficiently for stable classification
performances, or the T-OSWmay be identical to the P-OSW.

B. INFLUENCE FACTORS FROM MODEL ARCHITECTURE
The deep learning-based models have been applied widely to
extract spectral-spatial features for HSI classification. Taking
the classic CNN as an example, it portrays various kinds
of features from HSI cubes with its complex convolutional
kernels (i.e., filters). Also, feature dimension can be com-
pressed using pooling layers. Parameters in the two kinds
of components, such as the number of filters, kernel size,
pooling size, strides, the number of layers, and padding
pattern, may have different effects on the OSW. Comparing
with the others, the number of filters and kernel size play a
more important role in feature extraction [20], [24]. Hence,
this study discusses the influence factors from model based
on the two kinds of parameters.

The number of filters, F, corresponds to the number of
feature maps. Each filter represents an abstract feature sub-
space. Thus, the capability of model to fit the spectral-spatial
distribution of HSI data depends on the number of filters to
a great extent. To discover the association between the OSW
and the number of filters, models with different numbers of
filters F = {4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256} are applied to classify
the samples with different widths.

The kernel size, K, indicates the receptive fields of pixels
in feature map. Small kernel size is good at capturing local
details while large kernel size can abstract global semantic
features. This difference may cause different classification
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performances when applying these kernels in different widths
of HSI cubes. Similarly, multiple kernels with the spatial sizes
of K = {3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15} are set in model to probe the
relationship between the OSW and kernel size. The spectral
sizes of these kernels remain the original settings.

C. INFLUENCE FACTORS FROM DATA SET
Data set is a crucial participant in classification. HSI data
sets are generally acquired from different scenarios, such as
farmland, downtown, forest, and etc. Land covers in these
scenarios have diverse spatial structures and spectral charac-
teristics. For example, the identical crop tends to be dense,
buildings have regular corners and high reflectivity, and rivers
are long and narrow. They often possess inconsistent spectral
reflectivity in both visible and infrared bands. In an HSI cube,
sample width decides on the abundance of spatial structures
directly [34], [40], [41], [44], but has little impact on spectral
properties. Therefore, the influence factors from data set are
defined in this section from the perspective of the spatial
distributions of land covers.

FIGURE 2. Spatial distributions of some categories. Spatial distribution of
each sub-region (white rectangles) is represented with a triple W which
contains short edge S, long edge L, and average edge A.

1) NEUTRAL SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
Assume that an HSI data set H ∈ Rr×c×b is composed of D
categories, where r , c, and b denote number of rows, number
of columns, and number of bands, separately. There are N
labeled pixels in ground truth map G ∈ Rr×c. Taking the
Indian Pines data set as an example, as shown in Fig. 2, there
may be no less than one sub-region for each category. LetR =

{R1, R2, · · ·, RD} denotes the numbers of sub-regions of all
categories. In this figure, there are 2, 1, and 5 sub-regions for
‘‘D15’’, ‘‘D8’’, and ‘‘D11’’ categories, respectively. To com-
pute the spatial sizes from these sub-regions with uneven
shapes, an external rectangle (white rectangles in Fig. 2) is
used to encompass each sub-region. This rectangle is repre-
sented with a triple W which contains a short edge S, a long
edge L, and an average edge A (mean of short edge and
long edge). The spatial distribution of ith category Wm

i can
be interpreted by the mean of external rectangles of all sub-
regions

Wm
i =

(
Smi , Lm

i , Am
i
)

=
1
Ri

∑Ri

j=1
Wij

=
1
Ri

∑Ri

j=1

(
Sij, Lij, Aij

)
(4)

where Wij is the external rectangle of jth sub-region of ith
category. The operation of mean is conducted in each type
of edge. After this, the overall spatial distribution of data set
Wm

all can be obtained from the mean of the spatial distribu-
tions of all categories as follow.

Wm
all =

(
Small, L

m
all, A

m
all

)
=

1
D

∑D

i=1
Wm

i (5)

2) WEIGHTED SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
For a data set, the numbers of samples of different categories
or sub-regions are generally unequal. It is necessary to focus
on this difference to improve the description of the spatial
distribution. To this end, different weights are assigned for
sub-regions and categories. From the ground truth map, the
numbers of samples of all categories C = {C1, C2, · · ·, CD}

can be acquired, where the numbers of the samples in each
sub-regions of ith category areCi =

{
Ci1, Ci2, · · ·, CiRi

}
. The

proportions, i.e., weights, of samples of ith category Pi and
its jth sub-regions Pij are computed by

Pi =
Ci

N
=

1
N

∑Ri

j=1
Cij (6)

Pij = Pi ·
Cij

Ci
=

Cij

N
(7)

where N denotes the number of labeled pixels of data set.
Then, the weighted spatial distributions of ith category

Wwm
i and whole data set Wwm

all are obtained by

Wwm
i =

(
Swmi , Lwm

i , Awm
i

)
=

∑Ri

j=1
Pij · Wij (8)

Wwm
all =

(
Swmall , L

wm
all , A

wm
all

)
=

∑D

i=1
Pi · Wwm

i . (9)

This kind of weighted spatial distribution takes the propor-
tions of sub-regions and categories into consideration, which
is a preferable description compared to neutral spatial distri-
bution. In this exploration, they are all adopted as the potential
influence factors of the OSW.

FIGURE 3. An HSI data set (taking Indian Pines as an example) is divided
into five parts (rectangles with black edges) according to the number of
samples, including the largest category, larger categories, the fewest
category, fewer categories, and all categories.

3) SPATIAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF DIFFERENT CATEGORIES
However, it might still be difficult to locate the most pos-
sible influence factors of the OSW because the two kinds
of descriptions are established on the hierarchy of data set
(all categories). To find out the impact of the number of
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samples on the selection of the OSW, an HSI data set is first
divided into fewer category part and larger category part by
a threshold T. Categories have fewer numbers of samples
(Pi ≤ T) are in the first set whereas the rest (Pi > T) belong
to the second one. Moreover, the category has the fewest
number of samples (the fewest category) and the category
has the largest number of samples (the largest category) are
chosen to ascertain the influence of some extreme categories
on the OSW further. Fig. 3 shows the relationship among the
five parts. The neutral and weighted spatial distributions of
them are as follows.

Wm
fest =

(
Smfest , L

m
fest , A

m
fest

)
= Wm

Ifest
(10)

Wwm
fest =

(
Swmfest , L

wm
fest , A

wm
fest

)
=

∑R
Ifest

j=1
PIfest j ·WIfest j (11)

Wm
fer =

(
Smfer , L

m
fer , A

m
fer

)
=

1
Dfer

∑Dfer

i=1
Wm

I
fer
i

(12)

Wwm
fer =

(
Swmfer , Lwm

fer , Awm
fer

)
=

∑Dfer

i=1
P

I
fer
i

· Wwm
I
fer
i

(13)

Wm
ler =

(
Smler , L

m
ler , A

m
ler

)
=

1
Dler

∑Dler

i=1
Wm

Ileri
(14)

Wwm
ler =

(
Swmler , Lwm

ler , Awm
ler

)
=

∑Dler

i=1
PIleri

· Wwm
Ileri

(15)

Wm
lest =

(
Smlest , L

m
lest , A

m
lest

)
= Wm

Ilest
(16)

Wwm
lest =

(
Swmlest , L

wm
lest , A

wm
lest

)
=

∑RIlest

j=1
PIlest j ·WIlest j (17)

whereDfer ,Dler , Ifer , Ifest , Iler , and Ilest indicate the numbers
of fewer and larger categories, the indices of fewer, fewest,
larger, and largest categories, separately.

The calculation processes of the neutral and weighted
spatial distributions of fewer and larger categories, Wm

fer ,
Wwm

fer , Wm
ler , and Wwm

ler , are similar with those of data set,
i.e., Equa. (5) and (9). The neutral and weighted spatial
distributions of the fewest and largest categories,Wm

fest ,W
wm
fest ,

Wm
lest , and Wwm

lest , are selected via Equa. (4) and (8).
In summary, ten influence factors, including the neutral

and weighted spatial distributions of the fewest category,
fewer categories, larger categories, the largest category, and
whole data set, Wm

fest , W
wm
fest , W

m
fer , W

wm
fer , Wm

ler , W
wm
ler , W

m
lest ,

Wwm
lest , W

m
all , and Wwm

all are designed to quest the association
between them and the OSW.

D. CENTRALIZED SPECTRAL-SPATIAL SAMPLE
EXPANSION
Experiments on original data sets cannot realize the goal of
previous section because the ten influence factors are fixed,
which results in that the effects of them on the OSW cannot
be observed. There are two solutions, to shrink or to expand
the data set. Considering that the inherent spatial structures
of each category play an important role in deciding on the
ten influence factors, the spatial structures should be pre-
served as well as possible in generated samples. Meanwhile,

FIGURE 4. Expansion processes of an HSI cube ( = 3) using the
proposed algorithm. Where yellow pixels, pixels with blue diagonal, and
green pixels indicate the center pixels, neighboring pixels, and virtual
pixels, respectively. The red solid lines denote the spatial correlations
between the virtual pixel and its referenced pixels. Pixels in purple dotted
boxes form the new expanded samples.

the numbers of samples of each category should also be
invariant, or the proportions of each sub-region and category
will change. By the first solution, the shrinkage operation
will erode the crucial spatial structures and decrease the
number of available pixels. It may disturb the fairness of the
comparison between original data set and shrunk data set.
In contrast, the expansion strategy, which can remain initial
spatial structures, is adopted. To keep the consistency of sam-
ple proportions among categories, the expansion operation is
conducted on HSI cube merely instead of data set.

Previous work [48] attempts to generate new samples
based upon available labeled pixels. The virtual (new) pixel is
produced from two real (existing) pixels. During this process,
the affinity is applied to assign unequal weights for two
real pixels. But due to the lack of spatial correlation, the
affinity between two pixels is identical no matter how far they
are. That means the same virtual pixels will be generated in
HSI cubes with different expansion scales, which may result
in discontinuous spatial textures. To resolve this problem,
a centralized spectral-spatial sample expansion algorithm is
proposed to generate new samples. It takes spectral simi-
larities and spatial correlations between real pixels into full
account during generation process.

Let X ∈ R × ×b represents an original HSI cube,
where = 3 and b denote width and the number of
bands, separately. As shown in Fig. 4, the expanded HSI
cubes are composed of the pixels from original HSI cube and
virtual pixels V ∈ R1×1×b. There are three kinds of virtual
pixels, crossing pixel Vc, horizontal pixel Vh, and vertical
pixel Vv, in each expanded HSI cube. For crossing pixel Vc,
four closest real pixels (top-left X0, top-right X1, bottom-
left X3, and bottom-right X4) are chose as the references for
generation. While for the other two, Vh and Vv, four closest
real pixels (left X6, right X7) and (top X2, bottom X5) are
chose, respectively.

To improve the reality of virtual pixel, the spectral similar-
ity and spatial correlation between virtual pixel and real
pixels are considered in this algorithm. Cosine distance [45],
as a distance invariant metric, is utilized to measure the
spectral similarity. The spatial correlation is evaluated based
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upon the spatial positions of virtual pixel and real pixels. The
two kinds of attributes can be described with

ij =

∑
Xi · Xj√∑

X2
i ·

√∑
X2
j

(18)

ij = 1 −

√√√√ ( v − i)
2
+ (cv − ci)2(

j − i
)2

+
(
cj − ci

)2 (19)

whereXi,Xj, v, and cv denote ith and jth real pixels, the row
and column of virtual pixel, separately.

Then, the virtual pixel Vij is generated with the assistance
of spectral similarity and spatial correlation

Vij =
ij + ij · ij

2
· Xi +

(
1 − ij

)
+

(
1 − ij

)
· ij

2
· Xj.

(20)

During the generation of virtual pixel, spectral similarity is
weighted with the operation ‘‘ · ’’, which allocates different
spectral similarity for the pixels in different positions thereby
relieving the issue that same similarity will cause unnatural
spatial textures. The spectral similarity and spatial correlation
are combined with the operation ‘‘ + · ’’ to make full use
of the benefits for the generation.

As shown in the right part of Fig. 4, there are some dispar-
ities among the generation processes of three kinds of virtual
pixels. For the crossing virtual pixelVc, its corresponding two
spectral similarities, 04, 13, and two spatial correlations,
04, 13, are obtained first. Then the mean of virtual pixels,

V04 and V13, is set to the final result of Vc. For the horizontal
and vertical virtual pixels, Vh and Vv, they can be deduced
directly by Equa. (18)-(20). The only difference is that their
spatial correlations, 67 and 25, are simplified as there are
two closest real pixels only participate in respective genera-
tion process. The definitions of simplified spatial correlations
are as follows.

67 = 1 − (cv − c6)
/

(c7 − c6) (21)

25 = 1 − ( v − 2)
/

( 5 − 2) (22)

In an expanded HSI cube, the center pixel and its neigh-
borhoods in a region with size of × (purple dotted
rectangles in Fig. 4) are cropped merely as a new sample,
which increases the efficiency of algorithm in practice.

Certainly, there are also other generation strategies, such as
pixel rearrangement [49]. It arranges the pixels belong to the
same category in horizontal or crossing ways. Because of the
limitation of sample width, it is hard for this solution to vary
the values of the influence factors from data set. Moreover,
the rearrangement operation will destroy initial spatial struc-
tures. The proposed centralized sample expansion method is
thus the preferable scheme to study the influence factors from
data set.

E. WORKFLOW
After clarifying the fundamental concepts, the workflow of
this exploration is presented in this section. As shown in

FIGURE 5. Flowchart of the exploration. In left part, two influence factors
from model architecture are explored. In right part, ten influence factors
from data set are investigated.

Fig. 5, after selecting a classification model and a data set, the
two types of influence factors are explored in two pathways.

Before exploring the influence factors from model archi-
tecture, the default number of filters Fd and default kernel
size Kd of model are confirmed from the related article [21].
Then, by setting kernel size to a default value, models with
different numbers of filters F are trained and tested. If the
OSW is changed, the further analysis will be conducted to
quantify the effect of number of filters. If not, next influence
factor, kernel size K, will be investigated. In this process,
kernel size is variable but number of filters is pined. Similarly,
further analysis will be done if the OSW changes. Or the
exploration of the first kind of influence factors is end.

The influence factors from data set are analyzed based
upon the classification results on the original and expanded
data sets. The fewest category, fewer categories, larger cate-
gories, the largest category, and all categories are expanded
so that the impacts of different neutral and weighted spatial
distributions, Wm

fest , Wwm
fest , Wm

fer , Wwm
fer , Wm

ler , Wwm
ler , Wm

lest ,
Wwm

lest , W
m
all , and Wwm

all , on the OSW can be discovered,
respectively. For convenience, the five kinds of expanded data
sets are denoted as ‘‘ex-fest’’, ‘‘ex-fer’’, ‘‘ex-ler’’, ‘‘ex-lest’’,
and ‘‘ex-all’’. To ensure the robustness of final conclusion,
three scales (2, 3, and 4) of the expanded data sets are
prepared. The original data set can be seen as the special
expanded data set with the expansion scale of 1. Classifica-
tion results on it are the benchmark for those of other five
kinds of expanded data sets.

After all experiments, the influential expanded data sets
will be found via quantitative analysis. Then the comparison
between neutral and weighted spatial distributions, Wm

inf and
Wwm

inf , is further conducted to ascertain the more important
one. Finally, the correlations between the OSW and three
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kinds of edges of resulting spatial distribution are compared
and confirmed. On the basis of the influential factor Einf , the
suggested OSWs of other HSI data sets are predicted.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANSLYSES
In this section, data sets for verification are presented first.
Then the summaries of popular models for HSI classification
are described. Finally, the influence factors from model and
the influence factors from data set are analyzed in sequence.

A. DATA SETS
In this exploration, four public HSI data sets [50], [51],
including Indian Pines, Botswana, Dioni and Loukia, which
were collected over dense farmland, scattered delta, and
mountainous region. This is to reduce the deviation of results
and ensure the reliability of conclusion.

The Indian Pines data set was gathered by the Air-
borne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer sensor over
Indian Pines test site in 1992. It contains 145 × 145 pix-
els and 200 bands. The spatial resolution of data set is
20 meters/pixel (m/p). There are 16 categories in
10249 labeled pixels.

The Botswana data set is collected by the Hyperion sensor
mounted on the Earth Observing-1 (EO-1) satellite over the
Okavango Delta, Botswana in 2001. It consists of 1476 ×

256 pixels and 145 bands. The spatial resolution is 30 m/p.
There are 14 categories in 3248 labeled pixels.

The Dioni and Loukia data sets were also obtained by
the Hyperion sensor mounted on the EO-1 satellite. They
are the HyRANK benchmark datasets, which were devel-
oped in the framework of the ISPRS Scientific Initiatives in
2018. The spatial sizes of the two data sets 1376 × 250 and
945×249, respectively. Both have 176 spectral bands. There
are 12 categories in 20025 labeled pixels and 14 categories
in 13503 available pixels for Dioni and Loukia data sets,
separately.

The false-color images and the ground-truth maps are
shown in Fig. 6. As presented in Tables 1-4, (15% and 85%)
of the labeled pixels are selected randomly as the training
and test sets for the four data sets. In this exploration, the
threshold T used to separate fewer categories from larger
categories is set to 5%.

B. MODELS FOR EXPLORATION
To ensure the effectiveness and completeness of the
research, four popular deep learning models, including 2-D
CNN [21], 3-D CNN [21], spectral spatial residual net-
work (SSRN) [27], residual spectral spatial attention network
(RSSAN) [40], spectral-similarity-based spatial attention
module (S3AM) [45], and multi-head transformer-based
attention with CNN-wavelet (MT-CW) [37] are chose. The
brief descriptions are as follows.
2-D CNN: It takes the HSI cube as the input and extracts

the spatial features with several 2-D convolutional layers. The
label is deduced by a fully-connected layer.

FIGURE 6. False color images and ground truth maps of four data sets.
(a) and (b): Indian Pines, (c) and (d): Botswana, (e) and (f): Dioni,
(g) and (h): Loukia.

3-D CNN: Its architecture is similar to that of 2-D CNN.
With the 3-D convolutional layers, the spectral-spatial fea-
tures can be extracted from HSI cubes.
SSRN: It is a deep 3-D CNN-based framework which

adopts the residual connections to improve the backprop-
agation of gradients and alleviate the phenomenon of
declining-accuracy.
RSSAN: It uses 2-D residual network as baseline to extract

the spectral and spatial features and the convolutional block
attention module to select useful spectral bands and enhance
‘‘good’’ pixels and weaken ‘‘bad’’ pixels in HSI cube.
S3AM: It infers the spatial attention mask based on the

spectral similarity between the center pixel of HSI cube and
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TABLE 1. Numbers of samples in Indian pines data set.

TABLE 2. Numbers of samples in Botswana data set.

TABLE 3. Numbers of samples in Dioni data set.

its neighborhoods. This module was installed before the 3-D
residual network to refine the input.
MT-CW: It first uses multi-head attention module to select

important bands and then extract the spatial features with
CNN and Wavelet transform. The combined features are sent
to classifier for the final prediction.

The architectures of all models are duplicated according
to original articles during re-implementation. The parameters
of all models are initialized by the Xavier normal distri-
bution [52]. During training procedure, the RMSprop [53]
optimizer is used to propagate gradients backward. The val-
ues of its parameters (learning rate, beta1, beta2) are set to
(0.001, 0.9, 0.999). The batch size is 32 and the number of

TABLE 4. Numbers of samples in Loukia data set.

total iterations is 200. To accelerate convergence, the learning
rate is decayed by 50% per 40 epochs. Each experiment is
performed ten times and the average results are reported so
as to relieve the impact of the randomness caused by different
initialization of parameters and samples.

All experiments are conducted on a computer with an Intel
Core i9-9900K at 3.60 GHz central processing unit × 16
with 64-GB RAM and a TITAN RTX graphical processing
unit with 24-GB RAM. The operating system is the Ubuntu
18.04.6 LTS 64-bit. The deep learning frameworks are
Tensorflow 2.0.0 and Keras 2.3.1.

C. ANALYSES OF THE INFLUENCE FACTORS FROM
MODEL ARCHITECTURE
The influence factors, including the number of filters F

and kernel size K, are the common parameters of a CNN,
which play an important role in spectral-spatial feature
extraction. To clarify the impacts of the two factors on
the OSW, models with different numbers of filters F =

{4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256} as well as various kernel sizes
K = {3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15} are built to classify the samples
in different widths = {3, 5, . . . , 31}. Considering that
the 2-D CNN and 3-D CNN are the representative feature
extractors, so the classification results of them are reported.

1) ANALYSIS OF NUMBER OF FILTERS
From Fig. 7, there are three conclusions can be derived. First,
for each number of filters, the OAs of models remain the
growing trends roughly as sample width becomes larger. This
is because a wider sample contains richer spatial information.
Second, from the view of sample width, the corresponding
curves have similar shapes, especially for the larger widths,
e.g., 25, 27, 29, and 31. Third, the OSWs for all numbers
of filters are almost all 31 (blue solid lines) according to
Equa. (1). If the OSW can be affected by number of filters,
the three characteristics will not valid. Hence there is weak
association between the OSW and number of filters.

2) ANALYSIS OF KERNEL SIZE
From Fig. 8, there are also three conclusions can be obtained.
First, for each kernel size, the OAs of models keep the grow-
ing trends as sample width becomes larger, which is similar
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FIGURE 7. OAs of the 2-D CNN (left) and 3-D CNN (right) with different
numbers of filters on different widths of samples of Indian Pines data set.

FIGURE 8. OAs of the 2-D CNN (left) and 3-D CNN (right) with different
kernel sizes on different widths of samples of Indian Pines data set.

to the case of the number of filters. Second, from the angle
of sample width, the curves of their OAs all represent the
downward tendencies, which may be led by the abundant
parameters in larger kernels. Last but not least, the OSWs
for all kernel sizes are almost also 31 except for the 2-D
CNN with the kernel size of 9. Based on these analyses, the
relationship between the OSW and kernel size is also little.

D. ANALYSES OF THE INFLUENCE FACTORS FROM DATA
SET
In this section, the impacts of the neutral and weighted spatial
distributions of the fewest category, fewer categories, larger
categories, the largest category, and all categories, Wm

fest ,
Wwm

fest , W
m
fer , W

wm
fer , W

m
ler , W

wm
ler , W

m
lest , W

wm
lest , W

m
all , and Wwm

all ,
are analyzed via the classification results of models between
the original (scale = 1) and expanded (scale = 2, 3, 4) data
sets. During experiments, the parameters of number of filters
and kernel size of the selected models are set to the default
options.

1) QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON
Fig. 9 shows the OAs of four models on different widths
of samples from original and five kinds of expanded data

sets. It can be observed that the trends of accuracy polylines
of RSSAN, S3AM, and MT-CW are more stable than those
of SSRN. This is because the attention-based model which
can recognize relevant areas well in HSI cubes for higher
classification accuracy. Among all sub-figures, there are two
similar attributes can be obtained. First, the OAs of models
on the original data sets are higher than those on other five
kinds of expanded data sets when sample width are smaller
than 15.Moreover, the more the number of expanded samples
(ex-fest < ex-fer < ex-lest < ex-ler < ex-all), the lower the
OAs are. This is caused probably by the expansion operation
which limits the spatial information in small ( < 15) HSI
cubes. Second, the OAs of models on expanded data sets
begin to increase gradually when sample width is larger
than 15. In particular, the growths of OAs of models on
‘‘ex-all’’ and ‘‘ex-ler’’ data sets are more and more obvious
with the increase of expansion scale. It is because partial lost
spatial information may be supplemented in wider samples.
As marked in Fig. 9, this also results in that the OSWs shift
to the right with numbers of expanded samples rise, which
is obvious when expansion scale is set to 4. But the OAs of
corresponding OSWs in each sub-figure are almost equal.

The aforementioned phenomena demonstrate that there is a
certain association indeed between theOSWand the ten kinds
of spatial distributions.Moreover, the validity of the proposed
spectral-spatial sample expansion method is also confirmed.

2) QUALITATIVE COMPARISON
Fig. 10 presents the classification maps of SSRN and RSSAN
on original and ex-all Indian Pines data set. The correspond-
ing OAs are 98.91%, 98.84%, 98.82%, 98.89%, 99.12%,
99.12%, 99.19%, and 99.09%, respectively. The OAs of mod-
els on expanded data sets are very close to those on original
data set. Moreover, it can be seen that the eight prediction
maps are similar to the groundtruth map shown in Fig. 6(b).
The number of noises and incorrect corners in each sub-figure
is same as others visually. This reveals that the centralized
sample expansion algorithm can reserve the crucial informa-
tion well.

3) ASCERTAIN THE TYPES OF INFLUENTIAL EXPANDED
DATA SETS
Tables from 5 to 8 report the neutral/weighted spatial distri-
butions Wm/Wwm and OSWs P of models on original and
five kinds of expanded data sets, respectively. To find out
the importance of the five kinds of expanded data sets, three
edges of neutral/weighted spatial distributions in three scales
are combined with corresponding OSWs (marked with black
rectangles in each table) to form 48 basic units for calculating
Pearson correlation coefficient. In particular, when expansion
scale is 1, the results on the original data set (long and
black rectangles) are copied for other five kinds of expanded
data set.

As shown in Table 9, the Pearson correlation coefficients℘

between the spatial distribution and OSW increase when
number of expanded samples n raises. Hence, the correlation
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FIGURE 9. OAs of SSRN, RSSAN, S3AM, and MT-CW on different widths of samples from original (scale = 1) and expanded (scale = 2, 3, 4) Indian
Pines, Botswana, Dioni, and Loukia data sets. Each sub-figure contains the comparison of original and five kinds (ex-fest, ex-fer, ex-ler, ex-lest, and
ex-all) of expanded data sets. Where the solid data markers represent OSWs.
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FIGURE 10. Classification maps of SSRN (a)-(d) and RSSAN (e)-(h) on the
original and ex-all Indian Pines data sets when OSWs were adopted.

TABLE 5. Neutral/weighted spatial distributions and OSWs of SSRN and
RSSAN on original and expanded Indian pines data set.

TABLE 6. Neutral/weighted spatial distributions and OSWs of SSRN and
RSSAN on original and expanded Botswana data set.

coefficients between the spatial distributions of ‘‘ex-all’’ data
set and OSWs are highest. Similarly, the ‘‘ex-ler’’ data set
receives the second highest correlation. But for the ‘‘ex-
fest’’ data set, its correlation coefficients are zero, which
implies that expanding the fewest category almost has no
effect on OSW. The correlation coefficients on ‘‘ex-fer’’ and
‘‘ex-lest’’ data sets are still in low levels because the number
of expanded samples are still limited. Therefore, the spatial

TABLE 7. Neutral/weighted spatial distributions and OSWs of S3AM and
MT-CW on original and expanded Dioni data set.

TABLE 8. Neutral/weighted spatial distributions and OSWs of S3AM and
MT-CW on original and expanded Loukia data set.

TABLE 9. Pearson correlation coefficients of neutral/weighted spatial
distributions and OSWs on five kinds of expanded data sets.

distributions, Wm
ler , Wwm

ler , Wm
all , and Wwm

all , of ‘‘ex-all’’ and
‘‘ex-ler’’ data sets have stronger correlations with OSW.

4) ASCERTAIN THE IMPORTANCE OF NEUTRAL AND
WEIGHTED SPATIAL DISTRIBUTIONS
In this section, the relative importance of neutral and
weighted spatial distributions of ‘‘ex-ler’’ and ‘‘ex-all’’ data
sets are evaluated. The mean absolute error (MAE) and root
mean square error (RMSE) are employed to measure the
difference between three kinds of edges of neutral/weighted
spatial distribution and OSW. From Tables 10 and 11, it can
be seen that the MAEs and RMSEs of each edge of neutral
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TABLE 10. MAEs and RMSEs between neutral/weighted spatial
distributions and OSWs on ‘‘Ex-ler’’ data sets.

TABLE 11. MAEs and RMSEs between neutral/weighted spatial
distributions and OSWs on ‘‘Ex-all’’ data sets.

spatial distributions are lower than those of weighted spa-
tial distributions. This phenomenon may be caused by the
weighting operation which enlarges the adverse influence of
the category has more samples on final spatial distributions.
In addition, it can be also observed that theMAEs andRMSEs
of short edges, long edges, and average edges of neutral
spatial distributions on the two expanded data sets are lowest,
highest, middle, separately. This means adopting the HSI
cubes with smaller width is prone to acquire higher accuracy.
Such HSI cubes contain less irrelevant spatial structures.
However, it is not sufficient to verify the strong correlation
between the OSW and the neutral short edge because some
error values of neutral long and average edges are smaller
than those of the weighted short edges (marked with solid
black rectangles). As a result, three edges of the neutral
spatial distributions Wm

ler , and Wm
all are all remained in sub-

sequent exploration.

5) ASCERTAIN THE MOST INFLUENTIAL EDGE AND
PREDICTION
To analyze the correlation between the neutral spatial distri-
bution and OSW further, the MAEs and RMSEs between the
three kinds of edges of larger categories and all categories
of original data sets (bold values in Tables 5-8) and OSWs
are presented in Table 12. It can be observed that the MAEs
of neutral short edges are lower than those neutral long
and average edges. That means there is a closer relationship
between the OSW and neutral short edge. Compared with
larger categories, the MAEs and RMSEs between the OSW
and the neutral short edge of all categories are better. Besides,
the neutral short edge of data set is more practical than that of
larger categories. Since the threshold T, which depends on the

TABLE 12. MAEs and RMSEs between neutral spatial distribution (larger
categories and all categories) of original data sets and OSWs.

TABLE 13. Suggested sample widths of some classic HSI data sets.

properties of data set to select the fewer and larger categories
is not easy to be determined. Therefore, the neutral short edge
of data set Small is the most influential factor of OSW.

Based on this conclusion, the recommended sample widths
for other HSI data sets are provided in Table 13. In addition,
previous analyses reveal that the optimal number of filters and
kernel size are 32 and 3, respectively. With these suggestions,
the training procedure and architecture design of some HSI
classification methods, such as CNN-based models, attention
mechanism-basedmodels, and etc., can be handled efficiently
and conveniently.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this article, the influence factors from model architecture
and data set are explored to find out the determinant of
the OSW for the spectral-spatial classification of HSI. For
the influence factors from model architecture, models with
different numbers of filters and kernel sizes are deployed
for classification. For the influence factors from data set,
five kinds of neutral and weighted spatial distributions are
designed to evaluate their respective impacts on the OSW.
Analyses of the classification results on four public HSI data
sets reveal that the most possible influence factor of the
OSW does not come from model architecture, but locates
in the neutral short edge of all data set. Depending on this
conclusion, the suggested OSWs of several HSI data sets are
provided.

Future work will focus on how to describe the spatial distri-
butions of data set preciously. The external rectangle used in
this exploration is proper for the land-cover with orderly and
fragmented regions. Some deviations may be resulted when
encountering some narrow and inclined land-covers.
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